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Abstract
Human auditory cortex excels at selectively suppressing back-
ground noise to focus on a target speaker. The process of selec-
tive attention in the brain is known to contextually exploit the
available audio and visual cues to better focus on target speaker
while filtering out other noises. In this study, we propose a
novel deep neural network (DNN) based audiovisual (AV) mask
estimation model. The proposed AV mask estimation model
contextually integrates the temporal dynamics of both audio
and noise-immune visual features for improved mask estima-
tion and speech separation. For optimal AV features extraction
and ideal binary mask (IBM) estimation, a hybrid DNN archi-
tecture is exploited to leverages the complementary strengths
of a stacked long short term memory (LSTM) and convolution
LSTM network. The comparative simulation results in terms
of speech quality and intelligibility demonstrate significant per-
formance improvement of our proposed AV mask estimation
model as compared to audio-only and visual-only mask esti-
mation approaches for both speaker dependent and independent
scenarios.
Index Terms: Speech Separation, Binary Mask Estimation,
Deep Neural Network, Speech Enhancement
1. Introduction
Speech separation has received much attention in recent years
due to its application in a wide range of real-world problems,
ranging from automatic speech and speaker recognition, voice
activity detection, to signal to noise ratio (SNR) estimation and
noise reduction in hearing aids [1, 2]. In the literature, there are
two widely used speech separation approaches: (1) Statistical
model based background noise estimation such as spectral sub-
traction, Wiener filtering, and linear minimum mean square er-
ror (2) Computational auditory scene analysis (CASA) inspired
by the perceptual principles of auditory scene analysis. It is well
known that the statistical methods remain deficient in achiev-
ing enhanced speech intelligibility, since it introduces distortion
such as musical noise. In contrast, CASA has shown to be effec-
tive in both stationary and non-stationary noises [3]. In CASA,
speech is separated by applying a spectral mask to the time-
frequency (T-F) representation of a noisy speech. The idea is to
suppress the noise-dominant regions where background noise is
stronger than target speech. The IBM is defined from the T-F
representation of a speech mixture as follows:
IBM(t, f) =
{
1 if SNR(t, f) > LC
0 otherwise.
(1)
The IBM assigns unit value to a T-F unit if the local SNR
within unit exceeds the local criterion (LC), and 0 otherwise.
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Figure 1: System overview: Audio-Visual Mask Estimation for
Speech Separation
The IBM has shown to improve the overall speech quality and
intelligibility for normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners
[4, 5]. In real world scenarios, IBM cannot be calculated using
equation 1. However, the problem can be modelled as a data-
driven binary classification problem that uses noisy speech to
estimate the IBM.
In the literature, extensive research has been carried out
to develop speech separation methods for speech recognition
[6, 7]. Researchers have proposed several different speech
separation models such as parametric mask estimation meth-
ods [8, 9, 10], neural network based mask estimation meth-
ods [11, 12], and novel loss functions [13]. However, lim-
ited work has been conducted to develop robust speaker inde-
pendent audio-visual speech separation models to perform en-
hancement. The few attempts to address this problem have been
restricted to speaker dependent scenarios. In [13], audio and vi-
sual features are first concatenated into a single vector. The
concatenated vector is then used to train a non-causal speaker-
dependent DNN with a perceptually motivated loss function in-
spired by the hit minus false-alarm (HIT-FA) rate. In addition,
[14] proposed an audio-based blind source separation to extract
the target speaker from speech mixture. The permutation and
scaling ambiguities present in the estimated signal are corrected
using visual speech information.
In supervised learning, generalisation to unseen data is a
critical issue. One of the major issues of supervised speech sep-
aration are noise and speaker generalisation. It has been shown
that given enough training noises, a DNN generalises well to
unseen ones [15]. However, the generalisation capability to
unseen speakers with an unknown noise remains a challenging
task. In addition, it has been shown that, the concatenation of
raw unimodal features into a single vector degrades the overall
performance of the supervised learning system [16].
In this study, we propose a unified model that separates
speech of an unseen speaker from an unknown noise. The devel-
oped hybrid DNN model integrated a stacked LSTM and Con-
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Figure 2: Proposed Multimodal Mask Estimation Model
volutional LSTM network for optimised AV mask estimation,
taking into account the temporal dynamics of both audio and
visual data. The developed model exploits the long-term con-
textual dependencies to better focus on the target speaker. An
overview of our proposed AV driven mask estimation model is
shown in Figure 1. The hybrid DNN model effectively learns
the correlation between noisy AV features and IBM in order
to produce an estimate of noise and speech dominant regions.
The estimated IBM retains the speech dominant T-F units and
suppresses the noise dominant T-F units. Finally, the enhanced
speech is resynthesised by combining processed signal across
frequency channels.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2
presents the dataset and preprocessing. Section 3 presents the
proposed DNN driven AV mask estimation. Section 4 explains
the experimental results. Finally, Section 5 concludes this work.
2. AV Dataset and pre-processing
2.1. Dataset
In our experiments, the widely used benchmark Grid Corpus
[17] is used. For preliminary analysis, 5 speakers are consid-
ered (speaker 1, 6, 7, 15 and 26) each reciting around 1000
utterances, and each sentence consists of a six word sequence
of the form indicated in Table 1. The clean Grid utterances
are mixed with random highly non-stationary noises (bus, cafe,
street, pedestrian) from 3rd CHiME Challenge (CHiME3)[18]
for different SNR levels ranging from -12dB to 6dB with a step
size of 6dB. It is to be noted that, all the models used were
SNR-independent: all the utterances mixed at all SNR levels
were employed for training and testing.
Specifically, two different models were trained: (1) speaker
dependent (2) speaker independent
1. Speaker Dependent: In speaker dependent analysis,
3000 utterances from all 5 speakers were used for train-
ing and validation of the DNN model, with a validation
split of 20%. The trained network was evaluated on a
test set of 2 seen speakers (15 and 26).
2. Speaker Independent: In speaker independent analysis,
3000 utterances from 3 speakers (1, 6 and 7) were used
for training and validation of the DNN model, with a val-
idation split of 20%. The trained network was evaluated
on a test set of 2 unseen speakers (15 and 26).
Table 1: GRID sentence grammar
command colour preposition letter digit adverb
bin blue at A-Z 1-9 again
lay green by minus W zero now
place red in please
set white with soon
2.2. Pre-processing
Audio: The noisy audio signal is sampled at 16kHz and
segmented into N 80 ms frames with 1200 samples per frame
and 25% increment rate. A Short Time Fourier Transform
(STFT) and hamming window is applied to produce 622-bin
power spectrum.
Video: The speakers’ lip images are extracted out of the
GRID Corpus videos (recorded at 25 frames per second) using
a Viola-Jones lip detector [19] and an object tracker [20].
A region of 92 x 50 was selected around the lip centre. In
addition, the extracted lip sequences were upsampled by 3 to
match the 75 vectors per second (VPS) rate for audio files.
3. DNN driven AV Mask Estimation
This section describes the network architecture, depicted in Fig-
ure 2. The network shown ingests preprocessed audio and vi-
sual features of time instance tk, tk−1, ... ,tk−5 (k is the current
time instance and 5 is the number of prior visual frames).
The network consists of three main components: (1) Audio
Feature Extraction (2) Visual Feature Extraction, and (3) Mul-
timodal Fusion.
3.1. Audio feature extraction
The preprocessed power spectra of time instances tk to tk−5
were fed into a two layered stacked LSTM network consisting
of 1024 cells each. A dropout of 0.2 was applied after each
LSTM layer to prevent the network from overfitting the train
data. The last outputs of the 2nd LSTM layer were used as
acoustic features for multimodal fusion.
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Figure 3: PESQ improvement computed from the reconstructed
speech signal using Visual-only, Audio-only, Audio-visual mask
estimation methods, and IBM for unseen speakers
3.2. Visual feature extraction
The extracted and preprocessed lip-regions were fed into a con-
volution LSTM model. The model has input dimensions of W x
50 x 92, where W is the number of prior visual frames. Convo-
lution filters are applied to these concatenated utterances. The
CNN has a total of 8 layers: 4 convolution and 4 max pooling
layers, consisting 32, 64, 64, and 128 feature maps. Moreover,
each convolution uses filters of size 3 x 3 , followed by a max
pooling layer with a window size of 2 x 2. The individual fea-
ture maps extracted from the last max pooling layer were fed
into a LSTM network with 1024 cells. The LSTM outputs were
used as visual features for multimodal fusion.
3.3. Multimodal fusion
The optimal features extracted from audio (1024-d) and visual
(1024-d) modalities were concatenated into a single vector. The
concatenated vector (2048-d) was fed into a fully connected
multi-layered perceptron (MLP) network. The MLP consists of
two layers having 1024 (ReLU function) and 622 (Sigmoidal
function) neurons each. The multimodal fusion method ex-
ploited the complementary strengths of both early and late fu-
sions. It is to be noted that the audio (A) only and video (V)
only mask estimation models were constructed by eliminating
the visual and audio feature extraction parts from the networks
respectively. It is worth mentioning that no thresholding was
applied and sigmoidal outputs were considered as the estimated
mask.
4. Results
4.1. Experimental Setup
For audiovisual cues integration and mask estimation, deep
learning based data-driven approaches are trained and validated
using Tensorflow library and 4 NVIDIA Titan X Pascal GPUs
with 12GB of GDDR5X memory each. A subset of dataset is
used for training/validation of the neural network (80% train-
ing dataset) and rest of the data is used to test the performance
of the trained neural network in unseen scenarios (20% test-
ing dataset). The pre-processed training set of AV corpus con-
sists of around 3000 utterance, which are further split into 2400
and 600 utterances for training and validation respectively. The
dataset consists of visuals and noisy audio frames as input to
(a1) Ideal binary mask (speaker independent)
(a2) Estimated IBM (speaker independent)
(b1) Ideal binary mask (speaker dependent)
(b2) Estimated IBM (speaker dependent)
Figure 4: Ideal binary mask and Estimated IBM by DNN, for
(a) Speaker Independent (b) Speaker Dependent cases
the learning model and IBM as an output. Training was per-
formed using backpropogation with the Adam optimiser [21].
The DNN performances are evaluated using classification ac-
curacy of T-F units and perceptual evaluation of speech quality
(PESQ) score.
4.2. Time-Frequency Classification Results
The classification results of our proposed DNN models are sum-
marised in Table 2. It can be seen that going from low SNRs to
high SNRs, the classification accuracy decreases linearly for all
deep learning models (A-only, V-only, and AV) in both speaker
dependent and independent scenarios. It is mainly because of
the total number of 0’s and 1’s for each case, where at low SNRs
there are less transitions as compared to transitions at higher
SNRs. Overall, AV driven mask estimation model significantly
outperformed both A-only and V-only driven mask estimation
models, where V-only achieved the least classification accuracy
for all SNRs in both speaker dependent and independent cases.
It is worth mentioning that AV driven mask estimation achieved
the highest accuracy of 95.5%, 94.8%, and 92.1% at -12dB, -
6dB, and 0dB SNRs respectively.
4.3. Objective testing
In order to objectively measure the quality of re-synthesised
speech, a widely used PESQ test is used. PESQ is an mean opin-
ion score (MOS) like evaluation, though correlation between
subjective MOS test and PESQ test is not very high. However,
among all objective measures, PESQ is one of the reliable meth-
ods to evaluate speech quality. The PESQ score is computed
as a linear combination of the average disturbance value and
the average asymmetrical disturbance values. The PESQ score
ranges from -0.5 to 4.5 corresponding to low to high speech
quality. The PESQ results for A-only, V-only, and AV models
are presented in Table 3 for both speaker dependent and inde-
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Table 2: Mask estimation results (T-F classification accuracy): Comparison of audio-only, visual-only, and audio-visual mask estima-
tion models
SNR Speaker Dependent Speaker Independent
Visual-only Audio-only Audio-Visual Visual-only Audio-only Audio-Visual
-12dB 92.8 96.7 97.5 92.1 92.1 95.5
-6dB 91.6 95.5 96.9 90.8 90.1 94.8
0dB 90.5 94.2 96.1 89.7 88.6 92.1
6dB 86.5 93.7 95.6 84.9 85.2 89.9
Table 3: PESQ scores: Comparison of audio-only, visual-only, and audio-visual mask estimation models with IBM and noisy speech
SNR Speaker Dependent Speaker Independent
Visual-only Audio-only Audio-Visual Visual-only Audio-only Audio-Visual Noisy IBM
-12dB 1.21 1.72 2.18 1.09 1.61 1.87 1.018 2.21
-6dB 1.30 1.95 2.34 1.23 1.84 2.05 1.07 2.38
0dB 1.52 2.14 2.42 1.36 2.05 2.17 1.08 2.53
6dB 1.73 2.33 2.53 1.51 2.23 2.34 1.09 2.69
pendent cases. It can be seen that in speaker independent sce-
nario, AV significantly outperformed A-only and V-only mask
estimation models, where AV model achieved the PESQ scores
of 1.87, 2.05, and 2.17 at SNRs levels of -12dB, -6dB, and 0
dB respectively, as compared to 1.09, 1.23, and 1.36 achieved
by V-only and 1.61, 1.84, and 2.05 achieved by A-only mask
estimations. At high SNR (6dB), AV mask estimation achieved
PESQ score of 2.34, as compared to 2.23 and 1.51 achieved by
A-only and V-only driven mask estimations respectively. The
overall PESQ improvement as compared to noisy audio is de-
picted in Figure 3, where AV-driven mask estimation signifi-
cantly outperformed the A-only and V-only driven mask esti-
mation models, and achieved near optimal performance (close
to IBM). Figure 4 presents the IBM and estimated IBM by DNN
of a randomly selected utterance, where the quality of mask es-
timation is apparent (i.e. close to the ideal).
5. Conclusions
This paper presented a novel DNN based AV mask estima-
tion model that contextually integrates and exploits the tem-
poral dynamics of both audio and visual features for enhanced
mask estimation and speech separation. The multimodal hy-
brid DNN architecture exploited the complementary strengths
of both early and late fusions using LSTM and CLSTM net-
works. The performance evaluation in terms of mask estimation
accuracy, speech quality, and speech intelligibility revealed sig-
nificant performance improvement of our proposed AV model
as compared to both A-only and V-only driven mask estima-
tion models. Specifically, AV driven mask estimation achieved
the highest accuracy of 95.5%, 94.8%, and 92.1% at -12dB, -
6dB, and 0dB SNRs respectively in speaker independent scenar-
ios. The mask estimation improvement also reflected in PESQ
speech quality evaluation, where AV-driven mask estimation
significantly outperformed the A-only and V-only driven mask
estimation models, and achieved near optimal speech enhance-
ment performance. It is worth mentioning that the Grid corpus
is very regular and could help achieving higher accuracy. In
future, we intend to investigate the generalisation capability of
our proposed DNN model with more other more challenging
audiovisual corpora.
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